
dency to any displacement of the plate, such as
occurs with a rigid appliance.

If a nasal sound immediately follows a guttural,
the descent of the velum is rendered certain by its
own weight.

To accomplish the above with a material that
would be permanent was a problem very difficult of
solution.

1 claim the following advantages for my appliance.
First, That it is made of a permanent material.
Second, That articulation can be learned with it

more readily than with any other appliance.
Third, That it is much easier to make. For a

soft-rubber appliance perfect models of both the
hard and soft palates are required, as well as of the
misal portion of the soft palate ; also metal moulds
are essential to vulcanize each case.

I have inserted this appliance for the last eight
years exclusively, and have seen no reasons why I
should retract my claim or change for any other
method. Whether I have succeeded or not I will
leave for the audience to judge, after having pre-
sented two of my patients who are present this
evening.

THE TREATMENT OF CONGENITAL
PALATE FISSURES.1

BY G. F. GRANT, D.M.D.

It seems to me quite important that the treat-
ment for palatal defects, if by apparatus, should
begin at an early age.

This early treatment is of the greatest benefit in
the development of speech, and fully compensates
for the extra trouble and expense of readjustment
which is made necessary by later changes in the
size of the dental arch. If an artificial palate is
inserted at the age of seven, it can generally be worn
until twelve or even fourteen before a permanent
readjustment is necessary.

It would seem that the changes in the arch and
palate brought about by development of these parts
in the growth of the child would affect the articula-
tion unfavorably, but fortunately no Such result
follows. Nothing is needed in the way of treatment
for fissure of the hard palate but a simple plate
which restores the arch.

I quite agree with those who believe that sim-
plicity of construction should be the characteristic
of all such appliances, but in this matter much has
already been accomplished.

At the meeting of the British Dental Association
held in Dublin last August, I had the pleasure of
demonstrating the practicability of an appliance
which, while meeting every requirement of such
cases, was of simple construction and could be easily
repaired or readjusted by any fairly competent
dentist.

Several other forms of artificial palates were
exhibited there, though most of them, while show-
ing improvement as to simplicity of construction,
were still open to some objection in that respect.

A careful study of the normal palate, particularly
in those persons who have trained their voices for
singing or oratory, will convince any one that the
purity of tone and flexibility of such voices depends

1 Read at the meeting of the Surgical Section of the Suffolk District
Medical Society, January 2, 1889.

in a great degree upon the mobility of the soft
palate.

We notice that the normal palate does not move
upwards from a fixed point like a hinge, but that
it rises by two distinct arches and is always concave,
though in the act of swallowing the posterior por-
tion is nearly vertical. In the production of tones
of very high pitch, like C and E above the staff, it
is stretched nearly flat across the pharynx.

As appliances for the simple purpose of articula-
tion, rigid or hinged semi-rigid obturators have been
long successfully applied.

My observations respecting the comparative suc-
cess to be expected in treating two classes of cases

(namely, those which have been partly joined bysurgical means and those in which there has been
no interference) leads me to deprecate such inter-
ference unless the present state of medical science
can provide for the introduction of sufficient new
tissue, into the fissure to ensure the entire closing
of the cleft.

It is very probable that in the event of a grafting
process being attempted, protection for the lingualsurface could be afforded by a properly constructed
appliance, and there are many cases of partial cleft
of the soft palate where such a plan seems feasible.

RECENT PROGRESS IN ANATOMY
BY THOMAS DWIGHT, M.D.

THE ANULE HETWEEN THE MANUBRIUM AND THE
BODY OP THE STERNUM.1

Tun following description of Louis' angle is
from Hyrtl's "Topographical Anatomy." "The
mannbrium of the sternum is usually joiaied to the
body of the bone by a fibro-cartilage which becomes
ossified only at a ripe age. This cartilage allows
a slight motion between the two bones, which is
sometimes very clearly seen in narrow-chested chil-
dren when they take a long breath. When the
upper circumference of the chest is diminished in
consequence of cicatricial contraction of the apexof the lung, such as occurs when tubercular de-
posits break down, the manubrium assumes a more

oblique position, and forms a more or less promi-
nent forward angle with the body of the bone.
Louis was the first to call attention to the sig-
nificance of this angle, and was rewarded for this
happy thought by F. Conradi calling it angulusLudovici." This angle is often referred to by Ger-
man clinical teachers. Ruble,2 describing the ap-
pearance of the consumptive chest says : " The 7>iamc-
brium sterni is bent backwards, and forms at the
insertion of the second ribs the well known anqulusLudovici." In this country, however, we hear little
or nothing of Louis' angle — which clinicians justlyconsider as of very slight significance. Prof.
Braune has written a paper on this angle which is
of value from the light it throws on some points of
the« mechanics of the thorax. In the first place, the
theory of the formation of this angle presupposes
that the walls of the chest adapt themselves to the
surface of the lung, in support of which proposi-
tion he gives some frozen sections from Pirogoff
through thoraces with pathological conditions.
He then states that this angle does not always

1 Archiv für Anatomie und Physiologic (ADat.), 1888.
2 /' ic'in  ch': Cyclopedia, vol. v. p. MS •
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